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Abstract

Call admission control (CAC) is one important QoS
mechanism for maintaining performance of streaming me-
dia services. In this paper, we propose a novel CAC algo-
rithm, which handles long-lived and short-lived streams dif-
ferently to satisfy their different QoS requirements. Under
such mechanism, we show that not only one can guaran-
tee the quality of each stream, but also improve the system
utilization.

1. Introduction

The most common CAC algorithm design ap-
proaches used for streaming media servers have in-
cluded utilization-based[1], measurement-based[2], and de-
lay bound-based[3]. Nonetheless, many CAC algorithms
adopted in Internet are hybrid[4]. Besides, almost all ex-
isting CAC algorithms regard each stream as long-lived;
that is, the lifetime of a stream is not considered. If the life-
time of a newcomer is too short to suffer the predicted
delay bounds, actually one can admit it while keep-
ing QoS for all admitted streams.

In this paper, we focus on such problem and then divide
Internet traffic streams into two categories: long-lived and
short-lived streams, which are corresponding to different
web and Internet streaming media. In this algorithm, long-
lived and short-lived streams are handled differently to sat-
isfy their different QoS requirements and to fit their traffic
characteristics.

∗ This work is sponsored by National Science Council under grant
NSC093-2213-E-002-056.
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Figure 1. Queueing Model

2. System Models

In [5], we can know that during the buffering period, a
streaming media server sends packets at a faster rate until
the client’s buffer is full and then the server will slow down
the transmission to a sustainable rate. We call such scenario
as Fast Start. Additionally, packets may not arrive period-
ically because delay jitters might happen in the inside of
servers. Thus, the throughput of media streams may be dis-
rupted for short moments and the decreases of throughput
would cause a burst arrival later. Hence, we need other pa-
rameters to describe its traffic characteristic.

Besides the above discussion, the file size of a stream
should be also concerned. Therefore, we employ five para-
meters, (Ri, ri, ti, Xi, LIFEi), to describe the traffic pat-
tern of stream i, where Ri is the rate during Fast Start pe-
riod, ri is the sustainable average rate, ti is the period length
of Fast Start (i.e., the buffer size of the client i is Riti), Xi is
the maximum burst size, and LIFEi is the lifetime, equiv-
alently the length of playback.

As for our proposed queueing model, we employ leaky
buckets[6] as the per-stream shaper and a shared FIFO as
the scheduler. The parameters are: ρi, the token generation
rate of shaper i, σi, the token bucket depth of shaper i, and
C, the service rate of the shared FIFO. Last but not least,
the buffer of each shaper or FIFO is assumed infinite.

Furthermore, To reduce computation and storage com-
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plexity, we arrange the key traffic shape parameters propor-
tional to its average rate and hypothesize that both the Fast
Start period length and the maximum burst have their up-
per bounds respectively. That is,
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where R is the common Fast Start data rate ratio, ρ is the
common normalized token generation rate, σ is the common
normalized leaky bucket depth, t is the maximum length of
Fast Start period and X is the maximum burst ratio. By such
arrangement, besides lower complexity, large number of pa-
rameters is avoided as the number of streams increases.

3. Performance Analysis

3.1. Service Curves

Usually, we set ri < ρi < Ri and σi ≤ Xi for stable op-
erations. Therefore, the service curve will be ”shaped”. We
let Ti be the time length that shaper i needs to finish trans-
porting Riti bits in the Fast Start period and T be the up-
per bound of Ti. It is convinced that Ti reaches T when
there is a maximum burst arrival during the Fast Start pe-
riod. Thus, after some simple calculatoin, we can get

T =
X

R
+

Rt − σ

ρ
≥ Ti. (6)

Next, regardless of Fast Start, let Tsi be the maximum
delay in the shaper of a packet belonging to stream i and T s

be the upper bound of Tsi. One can derive

Tsi =
Xi − σi

ρi
≤ X − σ

ρ
= Ts. (7)

Additionally, let Tfi be the time that shaper i needs to
clear its queue while the maximum burst arrives and Tf be
the upper bound of Tfi. Hence,

Tfi =
Xi − σi

ρi − ri
≤ X − σ

ρ − 1
= Tf . (8)

By observing Eq. (6)∼(8), we can know that all the three
bounds are independent of the index i.

3.2. Time-to-Play

Time-to-Play is an important performance metric. To in-
troduce the following, we need some definitions first. Let

TPi be the period length that the proposed queueing model
needs to finish transporting Riti bits for stream i during the
Fast Start period. And let delayFSi be the period length that
the proposed queueing model needs to finish transporting
Riti bits for stream i during the Fast Start period. And let
TP be the maximum Time-to-Play that a customer can tol-
erate, which depends only on the client’s endurance and is
independent of system states. Thus, by the definition of T i,
TPi, and delayFSi, we can conclude that

TPi = Ti + delayFSi. (9)

Next, we denote the newcomer as stream n and only con-
sider the overbooked traffic condition, i.e., C

ρ ≤ ∑n−1
i=1 ri <

C. Also, we are interested in FT , the long-term reserved
bandwidth for long-lived streams. By standard utilization-
based CAC approach and reserving its maximum bandwidth
required, FT is derived to be

FT =
C(TP + Tf − T ) − rnRt

X + Tf
. (10)

Theorem 1. If
∑n−1

i=1 ri ≤ FT , then TPn ≤ TP.
Proof:

In [6], the authors have concluded that the maximum queue
size of FIFO happens when every stream is ”greedy” at
the same time. Thus, the maximum queue size of FIFO be-
comes (X + Tf)

∑n−1
i=1 ri − CTf + rnRt and by Eq. (10)

C · delayFSn ≤(X + Tf )
n−1∑
i=1

ri − CTf + rnRt

≤C(TP − T ). (11)

By Eq. (6), (9), and (11), TPn and TP are related by

TPn = Tn + delayFSn ≤ TP.

Q.E.D.

Subsequently, we will introduce another theorem for
other cases. Let Q be the notation of the queue size of
FIFO and DATAT be the maximum total data amount that
all streams except stream n can send in T seconds.

Theorem 2. When FT <
∑n−1

i=1 ri < C and
(Q+DATAT +rnRt)≤(C· TP), TPn ≤TP.
Proof:

By deriving the delay bound of delayFS n,
C · delayFSn ≤ (Q + rnRt + DATAT ) − CT . Hence, un-
der the given condition, the right-handed side will lead
to delayFSn ≤ TP − T . Hence, we can conclude that
TPn = Tn + delayFSn ≤ TP.

Q.E.D.

By Theorem 1 and 2, we can know that under the stable
condition, TPn is bounded.
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Figure 2. Maximum Tolerable Delay

3.3. End-to-end Delay

To simplify our problem, we need to first define end-to-
end delay precisely and the delay bound. Let the end-to-end
delay of an arbitrary packet belonging to stream i, d i, de-
fined as the time that the packet needs to go through the pro-
posed queueing model. And let the delay bound of an arbi-
trary packet belonging to stream i, D i, defined as the maxi-
mum end-to-end delay that the customer can tolerate.

Figure 2 illustrates a simple example. The client plays
the media at time TPn at rate rn. As we said before, rnRt is
the client’s buffer size and it is believed that Rt is delay jit-
ter tolerance. Therefore, Dn seems equal to Rt. However,
Dn = Rt holds only in fluid models.

The lower part of Figure 2 is shown by a larger scale
so that we can observe packet transmission clearly. It can
be observed that after the Fast Start period, the maximum
horizontal distance between the two service curves minus
the packet transmission time is the delay bound, Dn. Af-
ter some simple calculation, we can know that Dn satisfies

Dn = Rt − L

rn
, (12)

where L is the packet size. Then, let the target stream be
stream j. In the former sectoin, we know that the maxi-
mum delay in shaper is Ts and the maximum queue size
of FIFO is (X + Tf )

∑n
i=1 ri − rjRt−CTf . We let Fj re-

place
∑n

i=1 ri and let dj equal to Dj . Thus, we will get

Fj =
C

(
Rt − Lmax

rj
+ Tf − Ts

)
+ rjTf

X + Tf
(13)

We can define Fj as the minimum system utilization that
leads dj to reach Dj . Next, we show that if the lifetime of a

short-lived stream is short enough, the end-to-end delay of
its any packets will never exceed its delay bound.

Theorem 3. If LIFEn < LIFEss, dn will never exceed Dn,
where LIFEss is given by

LIFEss =
1

(ρ − 1)(C − rn)
{C[Dn − TP − (R − 1)t]

+ ρ[T − Ts + (R − 1)t](C − rn) + rnRt}.

Proof:

The queue length of FIFO at time (LIFEn − (R − 1)t +
Ts), the moment that the last packet of stream n enters FIFO

at, is C(TP−T )+
(
ρ

∑n−1
i=1 ri − C

)
[LIFEn − (R−1)t+

Ts−T ]+rn(LIFEn−Rt) and it must be less than or equal
to C(Dn − Ts). Hence,

LIFEn ≤ 1
ρ

∑n−1
i=1 ri − C + rn

{C[Dn − TP − (R − 1)t]

+ ρ[T − Ts + (R − 1)t]
n−1∑
i=1

ri + rnRt}. (14)

It is obvious that the larger the value of
∑n−1

i=1 ri, the larger
the value of right handed-side of Eq. (14). Under stable con-
dition,

∑n−1
i=1 ri can not exceed C − rn. Thus, by using the

above properties to derive the upper bound of right-handed
side of Eq. (14), one can derive

LIFEn < LIFEss. (15)

Therefore, if Eq. (15) holds, dn will never exceed Dn.

Q.E.D.

3.4. The LS Call Admission Control Algorithm

We call the proposed algorithm ”the Long-lived and
Short-lived (LS) CAC Algorithm.” The detailed decision
process is as following. First, one should distinguish the in-
coming request is for a long-lived or a short-lived stream.
Second, for long-lived streams Theorem 1 is used and for
short-lived streams one should use Theorem 2 and 3. Last,
one should update system states if necessarily.

4. Simulation Results

4.1. Parameters of Streams and Shapers

In our simulation, non-preemptive higher priority is
granted to packets of long-lived streams than the prior-
ity of the packets of short-lived streams. Meanwhile, we
have six kinds of average rate: 6Mbps, 3Mbps, 1.5Mbps,
700kbps, 500kbps, and 300kbps. Moreover, the life-
time of a long-lived stream is infinite and that of a
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No-control

Case

The Number of

Accepted Long-

lived Flows

41

Utilization-

based

LS (Long-lived

and Short-lived)

41

41

733

0

195

The Number of

Accepted Short-

lived Flows

0.3023

0.00

Prob(TP
i
>TP )

850 sec

5.7  sec

5.8  sec

The Average

of TP
i

0.00

Table 1. Comparison of Time-to-Play

No-control Case

Utilization-

based

LS (Long-lived

and Short-lived)

# of Packets Prob(d
i
> D

i
)

29,954,679 0.1559

0.00

0.00

25,000,554

27,996,830

Average End-

to-end Delay

185sec

0.32sec

0.33sec

Table 2. Comparison of End-to-end Delay

short-lived stream can be 24, 30, 120, 150, 240, or 300 sec-
onds. As for other designed parameters, C is 100Mbps, L
is 1500 bytes, R is 1.5, t is 3.6, X is 4.2, ρ is 1.2, σ is 0.12,
and TP is 8 seconds.

Besides, the traffic pattern of each stream is an ON-OFF
model. While it is ON, the server sends packets periodi-
cally; otherwise, it will not send any packet. All packets ac-
cumulated during OFF are sent at the start of the next ON
period. Moreover, the state sojourn times of ON and OFF
are both exponential-distributed. The mean sojourn time of
ON is 40 seconds and that of OFF is 4 seconds.

Finally, in order to observe congestion, long-lived
streams occupy all bandwidth after the start. There-
fore, the number of on-going long-lived streams(700kbps)
is 6 and the number of other streams is 7. Also, the
short-lived stream request arrives according to a Pois-
son process, with a mean inter-arrival time equal to 5
seconds.

We will compare the LS CAC algorithm with the
utilization-based CAC algorithm and the no-control case
according to Time-to-Play, end-to-end delay, and sys-
tem utilization. We calculate the system utilization every
0.15 seconds and the system utilization is defined as Sys-

tem Utilization= Actual Data Rate
C . And, this simulation

lasts for 3600 seconds.

4.2. Numerical Results

The results are illustrated in Table 1, 2, and 3. By observ-
ing the comparison of the three aspects, it is obvious that the
system utilization of the LS CAC algorithm is lower than
that of the no-control case a little but higher than that of

No-control Case

Average

Utilization

0.9985

Utilization-based

LS (Long-lived

and Short-lived)

0.8334

0.9332

Max

Utilization

1.00

1.00

1.00

Table 3. Comparison of Utilization

the utilization-based algorithm a lot. And the performance
of the LS CAC algorithm is almost the same as that of the
utilization-based algorithm and much better than that of the
no-control case. Hence, in summary, we can know that the
LS CAC algorithm provides the best balanced performance.

5. Conclusions

We have proposed a novel method, the LS CAC algo-
rithm, to increase system utilization by taking into account
the lifetime of streams, which is very different from exist-
ing utilization-based, measurement-based, or delay bound-
based CAC algorithms. The proposed architecture and al-
gorithm are easily to implement since its computation and
storage complexity are also in proportional to the number
of streams.
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